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Abstract—One of the most common methods to preserve con-
sumers’ private data is using secure in-network data aggregation.
The security can be provided through the emerging fully (FHE)
or partial (PHE) homomorphic encryption techniques. However,
an FHE aggregation scheme generates significantly big-size data
when compared to traditional encryption methods. The overhead
is compounded in hierarchical networks such as Smart Grid
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) as data packets are
routed towards the core of the AMI networking infrastructure
from the smart meters. In this paper, we first investigate the
feasibility and performance of FHE aggregation in AMI net-
works utilizing the reliable data transport protocol, TCP. Then,
we introduce the packet reassembly problem. To address this
challenge, we propose a novel packet reassembly mechanism for
TCP. We evaluated the effectiveness of our proposed mechanism
using both PHE and FHE-based aggregation approaches in AMI
in terms throughput and end-to-end delay on an 802.11s-based
wireless mesh network by using the ns-3 network simulator. The
results indicate significant gains in terms of delay and bandwidth
usage with the proposed mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) applications are

used to collect fine-grained power consumption data via smart

meters in Smart Grid [1]. With the AMI networks, the utility

companies are able to monitor power demands over even short

periods to provide both more accurate billing and dynamic

pricing efficiently utilizing the decrease in peak demand [2].

While AMI networks enable collection of data at frequent

intervals, such a fine-grained level poses several privacy

concerns as discussed extensively in the literature [2], [3].

Specifically, the data can be analyzed using load monitoring

techniques to capture the behavior of the consumers. Due

to such threats, the research community proposed several

solutions to address the issue [3].

One of the widely used techniques that hides individual

meter readings is data aggregation [4]. The idea is to perform

the aggregation in the network when the data are transmitted

towards the gateway. Each intermediate smart meter performs

such an aggregation as they have access to actual data.

However, this exposes the data of a particular smart meter

to another intermediate meter. To solve this problem, several

studies suggested using of the nascent Partially Homomorphic

Encryption (PHE) or Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE)

that have the ability to perform certain arithmetic operations

on the encrypted data in a privacy-preserving fashion [4].

In this way, intermediate meters can perform aggregation

without having access to the actual data. Indeed, although

FHE systems [5] are becoming more popular since they allow

any type of operations on the data, giving flexibility to the

applications to perform different computations for their needs

[6], FHE systems suffer from generating large size ciphertexts

in addition to longer computational times to encrypt and

decrypt data [7]. In particular, the size of the ciphertexts

becomes a problem when aggregation is performed within a

network with hierarchical transfer patterns. Smart meter data

collection in AMI is such an example where there is only one

gateway collecting all the meter data. In such a case, when

FHE is used for performing in-network data aggregation, the

packet sizes would grow dramatically when packet reaches

close to the gateway. Therefore, there is a need to assess the

feasibility of FHE aggregation under different conditions.

However, this is not the only problem regarding aggregation.

Using aggregation creates another problem when the packets

are to be transmitted via TCP that is crucial for reliable

services. The problem is due to dynamic window size applied

by TCP. Specifically, when TCP employs a dynamic window

size, which fluctuates based on network conditions, the sent

segments will also vary in size. This poses a packet reassembly

problem at the receiver side because the receiving meter

needs to reassemble packets from each child meter to perform

data aggregation. As such, the receiving end does not know

how many bytes each packet consists of. This is because

the size of data packets to be received can vary from meter

to meter due to different number of child meters. Note that

this problem is specific to TCP and does not occur with

User Datagram Protocol (UDP) since UDP does not employ a

streaming mechanism for packet transfer. While there are some

works which use UDP for secure data aggregation in different

applications [8], we do not prefer UDP since it does not

provide reliability guarantees when meter data is transmitted,

which is crucial for Smart Grid applications.

The solution to this problem necessitates additional infor-

mation that will let the receiving side know the actual packet

sizes from each child meter. To this end, in this paper we

propose adding a presentation layer above the transport layer

in order to include packet size information at the sender side.
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We implemented the proposed approach in an IEEE

802.11s-based wireless mesh AMI network consisting of smart

meters and a data collector gateway. IEEE 802.11s [9] is the

standard for creating a multi-hop mesh among smart meters

using IEEE 802.11 as the MAC layer. We used the widely

used ns-3 [10] network simulator which has a built-in imple-

mentation of IEEE 802.11s standard. The simulation results

indicated that the proposed approach enables the realization

of FHE-based data aggregation using TCP with improved

performance in terms of data delay and used bandwidth.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we sum-

marize the related work. Section III provides the preliminaries

about the topics. Section IV investigates the feasibility of FHE

aggregation. We presents the details of the proposed approach

in Section V. In Section VI, we assess the performance of the

proposed approach. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Data Aggregation in Smart Grid

Data aggregation is utilized in Smart Grids to reduce packet

traffic in the network and eventually minimize the number of

dropped packets. Data from different sources are collected at

aggregator meters and the collected data is forwarded to the

utility server. In most cases, aggregator meters perform some

arithmetic operations on the collected data before they are

transmitted to the utility server. In order to preserve consumer

privacy, several works made use of homomorphic encryption

and homomorphic arithmetic operations.

For instance, Li et al. [11] used Paillier cryptosystem to

provide in-network data aggregation while protecting user

consumer privacy. Li and Luo [12] used homomorphic sig-

natures for homomorphically encrypted data in order to make

in-network data aggregation more robust to errors and inter-

nal/external attacks. Ruj and Nayak [13] proposed a decen-

tralized security framework for data aggregation and access

control in Smart Grids. Customers’ private data are concealed

by using homomorphic encryption. In [14], the authors focused

on finding the optimal placement for the data aggregation

service, which minimizes the cost of in-network processing.

While these approaches considered different aspects of

data aggregation, none of them provided a reliable aggre-

gation utilizing a TCP-based network, where in-network op-

erations are performed. Therefore, the reliable aggregation

with privacy-preserving encryption problem was not studied

before. However, our approach would be complimentary to

these approaches as it will allow others to work under TCP

especially if the data sizes are larger.

B. TCP Modifications for Smart Grid

There are a number of works which investigated the TCP

performance for SGs. For instance, the work in [15] proposes a

scalable protocol that can handle both security and reliability

using a TCP-friendly congestion control scheme. While the

implementations are done in ns-2 simulator, there is no focus

of data aggregation. Due to similar motivations of the work

in [15], Khalifa et al. [16] proposed a TCP-based scheme,

which is called Split- and Aggregated-TCP (SA-TCP). The

scheme aggregates separate TCP connections to the utility

server at SA-TCP aggregators and those incoming packets are

forwarded over a single TCP connection between the SA-TCP

aggregator and the utility server. This scheme has a different

goal from ours. There is no in-network aggregation performed

at intermediate nodes. Moreover, the work does not provide

privacy-preserving encryption features on data. The goal is to

reduce the used bandwidth. Our approach is still needed if

the scheme would perform in-network data aggregation in a

privacy-preserving fashion.

C. Homomorphic Systems

PHE has attracted attention of most of the researchers

studying on SG privacy preserving [17]. Among many PHE

cryptosystems, Paillier [18] is widely proposed for SG thanks

to its addition property, smallest message expansion factor

compared to others, and security features [3]. There are

many SG privacy preserving aggregation applications based

on Paillier [19]–[21]. In [19], the aggregation is performed at

each level of a tree topology whereas the other applications

perform the aggregation only at the gateway.

FHE research on the other hand has started to accelerate

after its proposal by Gentry in 2009 [5]. Eventually, working

implementations in the form of somewhat homomorphic such

as the one by Perl et al. [6], which is an implementation of the

Smart-Vercauteren scheme has been available to researchers.

These actual implementations paved the way for different

applications. Yet, the studies that targeted SG applications are

still limited. For instance, [22] utilized a somewhat FHE for

wide-area supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)

security. [7] used FHE implementation for assessing its per-

formance in a wireless mesh based AMI network. Our work

in this paper will help accelerate these SG applications that

potentially use TCP for their communications.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Network Model

We assume an AMI network which consists of smart meters

and a gateway that can communicate with a utility company.

The smart meters send periodic power consumption data to

a local gateway using IEEE 802.11s mesh standard through

wireless communication. The gateway collects all the smart

meter data and sends them to the utility company using a wide

are network connection such as LTE. A sample AMI network

based on IEEE 802.11s is given in Fig. 1.

Each smart meter acts as a parent node for multiple smart

meters to forward their data to the upstream nodes that are

determined by the routing protocol of IEEE 802.11s standard.

We assume that smart meter waits to collect readings from all

the child smart meters and then aggregates them (i.e., adds) to

create a single packet. This aggregated data is passed to the

upstream neighbor. Due to reliability concerns, TCP is used

at the transport layer.
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B. Overview of Homomorphic Encryption Systems

Homomorphic property is a property that enables a cryp-

tosystem to perform a set of operations on the ciphertext

without revealing the plaintext such that when the resulting

ciphertext is decrypted, the decrypted value is equal to the

resulting plaintext obtained when the same set of operations

are performed on the plaintext.

Two typical operations in homomorphic encryption are

addition and multiplication. We can define homomorphic en-

cryption on addition and multiplication operations in a more

formal way as:

Let m1 and m2 be two plaintexts.

DSK
(EPK

(m1)�EPK
(m2)) = m1△m2 (1)

where △, � ∈ {+, x} and D, E, PK and SK stand for

decryption, encryption, public key and secret key, respectively.

In this paper, we make use of two types of homomorphic

encryption cryptosystem: partially homomorphic encryption

and fully homomorphic encryption. A partially homomorphic

cryptosystem is able to perform either addition or multiplica-

tion while the FHE enables one to perform both operations on

the ciphertext.

C. Partially Homomorphic - Paillier Cryptosystem

Paillier cryptosystem [18] is an additive homomorphic

cryptosystem, which means that it is able to perform only

homomorphic addition operation on a ciphertext. Below is a

more formal representation of Paillier’s homomorphic addition

operation:

Let m1 and m2 be two plaintexts.

DSK
(EPK

(m1) · EPK
(m2)) = m1 + m2 (2)

D. Fully Homomorphic - Smart-Vercauteren Scheme

Smart-Vercauteren (SV) scheme consists of key generation,

encryption, decryption, addition/multiplication and recryption

functions [6].

As more operations are performed on a ciphertext noise

is accumulated in the ciphertext. The recryption function

removes noise in the ciphertext without decrypting it and the

cleartext is kept unchanged. The function utilizes a hint whose

pieces are distributed into an array in public-key randomly.

In the lack of such a function, we are limited to a fixed

number of homomorphic operations. When we exceed this

Algorithm 1 FHE Multiply(encrOp1, encrOp2, pk)

1: for all encrBit2 ∈ encrOp2 do

2: for all encrBit1 ∈ encrOp1 do

3: tempOp← fhe mul(encrBit1, encrBit2, pk)
4: end for

5: result← FHE Add(result, tempOperand, pk)
6: for all encrBit ∈ result do

7: fhe recrypt(encrBit, pk)
8: end for

9: end for

number of homomorphic operations the ciphertext becomes

undecipherable.

SV scheme is a member of public-key cryptography family,

so it generates a public-secret (private) key pair. The key size

in SV is in the order of kilobytes which is much higher than

the keys in traditional schemes that are in the order of bits.

The keys are generated considering three-parameter tuple,

which is called ”key geometry”: The number of bits (|B|), the

number of shares (S1) and the number of cells (S2) [6].

4G Network

Fig. 1: Hierarchical AMI network of smart meters imple-

mented using IEEE 802.11s.

IV. THE FEASIBILITY OF FULLY HOMOMORPHIC

ADDITION AND MULTIPLICATION OPERATIONS

Secure in-network data aggregation is carried out by using

either homomorphic addition or homomorphic multiplication

operation. While partially homomorphic systems have been

widely implemented and tested, fully homomorphic systems

have not been used for aggregation as mentioned, SV scheme

is both additive and multiplicative. In [6], both addition

and multiplication operations are defined on a single bit. In

this paper, we extended them so that the operations can be

performed on multiple-bit numbers without losing the ability

to perform decryption. Due to space constraints we give a

pseudocode of only multiplication operation in Algorithm 1.

We assessed the feasibility of SV homomorphic addition

and multiplication operations for 16-bit operands. We per-

formed sequential homomorphic operations on encrypted data

and assessed the time and storage complexity. The tests are

performed on a machine with Intel Xeon CPU E5 at 2.3 GHz.

with 32 GB RAM using Ubuntu 14.04 OS. The results are

given in Table I and II. As shown in Table I, multiplica-

tion suffers from excessive processing times. Even for two

operands, its processing time is more than one minute. For

the generated data size, we observed that addition generates

much less data than multiplication does. For instance, for

five operands, addition generates less than four fold of that

multiplication generates. As can be seen from these results,

SV fully homomorphic multiplication processing times in the

order of minutes which may not be applicable to smart meter

data collection. Thus, for the rest of the paper, we focus on

SV fully homomorphic addition. We analyze its performance

when used in an AMI network under TCP.
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VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

We assessed the performance of our new protocol using

network simulator ns-3 [10], which has an implementation of

IEEE 802.11s mesh networking. We created random multi-

hop network topologies of size N, where N ∈ (25, 36, 49, 64,

81). For each topology, a mesh node acts as the gateway/data

collector and (N-1) mesh nodes act as smart meters that send

their reports to the gateway periodically at every 60s [23]. The

data size generated at the smart meters is assumed to be 16

bits, large enough to hold the power readings. For each N,

we created 30 random network topologies and reported the

average from these random network topologies. For TCP, we

set the Maximum Segment Size (MSS) to 1500 bytes.

B. Baselines and Performance Metrics

For performance evaluation, we used the following metrics:

• Throughput: The total amount of data received at the

transport layer by the gateway per second.

• Average Completion Time: The average elapsed time for

crypto operations and receiving all the power readings

from all smart meters at the gateway in one round.

We tested the performance of our new protocol on both FHE

and PHE systems. For the FHE, we used the implementation

of [7] and for PHE we used Paillier cryptosystem [18]. SV

uses the key geometry of (384/8/5), Paillier uses 64 bit keys.

To compare with our approach, we implemented another

approach where all the aggregations are performed at the

gateway. This means there is no in-network aggregation, but all

the received packets will be aggregated using PHE or FHE at

the gateway. This is simply referred to as forwarding where the

meters encrypt their readings and send them to the gateway.

In the figures, the approaches are represented as PHE with

Forwarding (PHE-F) and FHE with Forwarding (FHE-F).

For our in-network aggregation, we used a minimum span-

ning tree (MST) algorithm rooted at the gateway to form

the aggregation network tree of a random network topology

and configured the parent-child relations of each smart meter

based on this aggregation network tree. Each meter sends

its encrypted power reading to its parent. The parent meter

aggregates all the readings of its child meter(s), and then sends

the aggregated result to the parent of this parent meter. This

process repeats at each aggregator meter until the gateway

aggregates the aggregated result of its child meter(s). In the

figures, the approaches are represented as PHE with Aggrega-

tion (PHE-A) and FHE with Aggregation (FHE-A).

C. Performance Results

1) Throughput: First, we investigated the throughput per-

formance to analyze the bandwidth usage of the approaches.

The goal is to use less channel bandwidth to accommodate

other types of traffic.

The throughput, as shown in Fig. 4, increases for all

approaches with the increased network size. This is due to the

increase in the number of packets received by the gateway as
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Fig. 5: Avg. Completion Time for various number of nodes

the number of meters in the network increases. Forwarding

approaches generate more throughput as expected because

aggregation process decreases the total amount of data sent

to the gateway.

The bandwidth gain in the case of FHE-A is very significant

(i.e., around three times reduction) compared to FHE-F which

indicates the advantage of aggregation approach for FHE

systems. In particular, when the network scales, the perfor-

mance gap increases further. This is due to the fact that FHE

generates very large-size packets that are accumulated towards

the gateway if no in-network aggregation is performed. In

particular, towards the meters that are close to the gateway,

there will be a lot of traffic (funneling effect) due to increased

data size and accordingly the number of TCP segments. FHE

significantly decreases this effect by performing aggregation.

2) Completion Time: The most interesting metric we inves-

tigated was the average completion time of readings from all

meters in the network. This is because the proposed approach

performs computationally costly data aggregation and also

introduces another layer that may induce additional delay.

As seen in Fig. 5, the time required for data collection

increases as the number of meters in the network increases

since the packet traffic in the network increases. This also

causes an increase in carrier sense waitings for the nodes at

the data link layer.

From the same figure, we observed that our approach

does not bring any additional delay to the completion time

despite the delay introduced by FHE or PHE aggregation.
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On the contrary, it significantly reduces the end-to-end delay

for both FHE and PHE about 30% and 40% respectively

since it reduces the number of TCP segments to be trans-

mitted. Specifically, channel contention is minimized among

the meters, which reduces end-to-end data delay and thus the

completion time. In the case of FHE-F and PHE-F, performing

all the aggregations at the gateway becomes a major bottleneck

in terms of processing delay and thus the completion time

significantly increases.

There are other interesting observations. For instance, we

observe that PHE-A benefits from the delay reduction much

more than that of FHE-A. We speculate that this is due to in-

creased computation time for PHE data aggregation. In case of

FHE, only addition is performed and thus the processing time

increases linearly with the increased operand count. However,

this is not the case in PHE since the operation performed for

aggregation is multiplication. The processing time increases

much more with increased operand count in PHE-F and thus

eliminating this processing time at the gateway by using PHE-

A helps reducing the completion time significantly.

Furthermore, it can also be seen a steep increase from 49-

Node topologies to 64-Node topologies. This indicates that

there is a threshold network size that significantly affects

the delay in the network due to increased interference and

contention.

Finally, the results show that the the whole data collection

is completed in a time less than the half of the frequency of

data collection (e.g., 60 sec) which makes it feasible to be

used in practical AMI applications.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the use of FHE for re-

liable data aggregation in Smart Grid AMI networks. We

first assessed its overhead in implementing data aggregation

in an AMI network using both addition and multiplication

operations. We then investigated a new problem called packet

reassembly that occurs during the use of TCP for secure

data aggregation in Smart Grid AMI applications due to

varying TCP segment sizes. Then we addressed this problem

by proposing a new presentation layer that adds a header

including the packet size to application layer packets before

they are passed to the transport layer.

We evaluated the proposed scheme for FHE and PHE using

ns-3 simulator. The results showed that the scheme not only

enables realization of TCP but also uses bandwidth efficiently

compared to baseline approaches. In average, we found that

the proposed aggregation approaches reduces data completion

time around 30% for FHE and 40% for PHE.
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